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(Community Partner)

Marcello Frau

The meeting commenced at
8:01 AM with a review of the
overview and purpose of the
SDMC.

Instruction Selection for Parents
i. Parents are basing decisions on some factors including
which teachers are returning for
face-to-face instruction.

SDMC meetings will be hosted virtually if needed, but
there may be intermediary
communication.

ii. Moss will speak with
PLC’s today/this week.

iii. Preliminary survey by
CVHS staff
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Topics Covered:
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Funding is heavily restricted
as all requests must be approved by area superintendents. We must use approved
HISD vendors for purchase
orders / Pro-Card expenditures.
Delayed approvals caused no
new floor for the gym where
Coach Lamane will operate
until sheds are constructed to
store items currently occupying his office.
With a current enrollment of
931 students (more than the
projected 885 students), funding should increase after
snapshot (Oct. 30th).
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Rhinos to the rescue! Even during
virtual learning, the CVHS National
Honor Society is ready to assist!

Teacher Concerns
i. Maintaining CVHS
integrity during online learning.

ii. Individuals with approved ADA requests through
Oct. 16th will be prioritized but
not guaranteed for delivering
instruction at home for cycle 2.
iii. What are the protocols for circulation systems /
changing air filters? There were
no clear answers from legal personnel this summer so principal
will inquire with area superintendent.
iv. Community member inquired about protocols and
responses re: teacher concerns.

Ramon Moss
Congratulations to the CVHS freshman volleyball team and first-time
Coach James Parker on winning the
first game of the season! Our varsity
team also won against Klein Forest!

a. How is
communication happening from
within the district; specifically
coming from above?

a. Preliminary
survey results so far illustrate the
majority of students indicating a
preference for remaining online.
b. How many
students in a classroom? 9-14.
c. If students
come to campus, how do we determine which are in the classroom, in the gym, or elsewhere?
d. Parents are
more likely to keep students in
virtual instruction, but inquire a) if
students will have the same
CVHS teachers, and b) if teachers
will instruct in-person. Yes and yes.
Mr. Moss will send via email the
School Improvement Plan (SIP)
which requires approved by the
SDMC.

Future Meetings
Nov. 10

Jan. 12 (if needed)

Mar. 09

May 11

Meeting adjourned at 8:58 am.

